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WHAT IS CatRIS?
CatRIS is an open, trusted and user-friendly portal to a harmonised and aggregated
catalogue of services and resources provided by Research Infrastructures (RI), Core
Facilities (CF) and Shared Scientific Resources (SSR) across Europe.
It is a bottom-up initiative that is populated and run by RI, CF and SSR service
providers at European, national, regional and institutional levels.

Why CatRIS?
CatRIS will allow to access in a single site all the relevant information on RI and their
services all across Europe. In opposition to the generic online search engines, CatRIS
will provide direct access to accurate and up-to-date information delivered by RI
service providers themselves. The RI services in the catalogue will be provided in a
structured, harmonised and cross-disciplinary format which will follow a thoughtful
categorization scheme. Interoperability is key for CatRIS. Its catalogue will
interconnect several databases, something that is unavailable in search engines. All
useful information will be displayed in a clear and efficient way with single point
access to all RI services. Advanced search functions will be on-hand to guarantee that
users get the best available information to satisfy their needs. Users will be redirected
to local or thematic catalogues and will also be able to compare RI services offered by
different providers. RI owners, managers and funders will be able to use the CatRIS
portal as a marketplace to publicise RI services to a large community of users and
policy makers, avoiding the drawbacks of generic search engines.CatRIS will
therefore optimise the accessibility of RI services to users and their promotion by RI
owners and managers.
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What are the objectives of stakeholder
engagement in CatRIS?
Inform stakeholders about the role of CatRIS in

Inform

Europe to encourage them to use the catalogue

Invite them to include their information in the

Involve

catalogue

Receive feedback for shaping and improving

Consult

CatRIS portal

Encourage users to exploit the information provided

Exploit

in the catalogue

Having in mind specific objectives will help to identify the best methods and tools to
use in the engagement process (2).

Inform
WHY?

HOW?

Involve

Consult

Create awareness
on the existence
and benefits of
the CatRIS portal

Invite users to
enter data into
the catalogue

Obtain feedback
on CatRIS portal

-Factsheet
-newsletter
-Roll-up
-social media
posts

-Email
-focus group
-webinars
-social media

-Surveys
-questionnaire
-focus groups
-expert groups

Exploit
Make users
exploit CatRIS
information
-Factsheet
-newsletters
-social media posts

CatRIS has started to involve and consult stakeholders a few months after the start of the
project in 2019.
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Who are the stakeholders in CatRIS and
what is their role?

SERVICE

RESEARCHERS &

POLICY MAKERS

PROVIDERS

SERVICE USERS FROM

& FUNDERS

ACADEMIA & INDUSTRY

Include data to

Use

the catalogue,

in the catalogue

insight into service

provide service

according to their

offers for each

offers per

research needs

country and

thematic field

information

Exploit data to get

compare service
offers per thematic
field
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SERVICE PROVIDERS
Any European research infrastructure (RI), core facility (CF) and
shared scientific resource (SSR) service provider public or private.
They

are

responsible

for

facilities

and

resources,

therefore

concerned with providing, managing and making visible best
quality and competitive services to their respective community of
users while ensuring the funding for the operations and necessary
upgrades of their RIs

RESEARCHERS & SERVICE USERS FROM
ACADEMIA & INDUSTRY
Researchers of any scientific field from academia and industry
that access and use expert services offered by the RIs in order to
perform their research are in demand for highest-quality facilities
that are readily accessible. Service users include businesses and the
private sector that seek opportunities to develop their activities
either through engaging in R&D projects with the RIs or by
proposing to develop specific research services, equipment or
products.

POLICY MAKERS AND FUNDERS
National and international funders and policy-makers that want to
optimize the allocation of resources in order to fulfil policy
objectives (at European, national, regional and local-institutional
levels). As such they require specific insights into the capacity,
impact and performance of RIs so as to be able to respond to the
needs of their constituents and specific budgetary constraints.
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How does CatRIS benefit its
community?

HOW DOES CATRIS BENEFIT SERVICE PROVIDERS?

Improves discoverability and visibility of their services
Helps them to attract potential users from both academia and industry
Supports service management via monitoring and visualization of their
facilities
Showcases their services in an EOSC-compatible form
Enhances collaboration and networking

HOW DOES CATRIS BENEFIT RESEARCHERS AND
SERVICE USERS FROM ACADEMIA & INDUSTRY?

Helps them to discover and locate available RI , CF and SSR services and resources
across all research fields
Provides comparison of services offered by different providers
Gives them relevant information on the access modalities, usage and specific
conditions for service(s) delivery
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Allows them to contact the service providers to request additional information and
service booking
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HOW DOES CATRIS BENEFIT POLICY MAKERS AND FUNDERS?

Allows them to identify best practices for developing catalogues of RI, CF & SSR
services
Promotes the harmonization of service descriptions across countries and scientific
domains
Enhances RI, CF & SSR accessibility, usage, and impact
Helps understanding the landscape of European RI services
Allows them to review and compare RI services in different countries and research
areas
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CatRIS FAQs
What is CatRIS position in the EU RIs catalogues and portals landscape?
Concerning the integration

and positioning within European Open Science

Cloud (EOSC), an analogy can be made with online platforms that provide
information about services offered by hotels. In this case different websites offer
different levels of aggregation of the same type of information and services (ie.
searching for an accommodation, browsing its characteristics and booking a
room.

In this example CatRIS could be branded as “Booking/Hotels/Expedia” for RI
services. By no means CatRIS can be branded and “the” or “unique” catalogue of
services as it will always coexist with other catalogues that address domainspecific RI services, data platforms or registries kept by national, regional or
European authorities. The focus is therefore of offering an additional level of
information aggregation that will directly feed into and interface with EOSC.
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How is CatRIS different from other similar initiatives like the MERIL project?
We can define CatRIS and MERIL as complementary projects. While MERIL is
RI-centered, CatRIs is focus on offering a platform that presents services to users.
CatRIS will be open to all services providers (RIs) at European, national and
regional level, without particular restrictions. It is built on previous experience
(and data) from MERIL but also from other cataloguing projects, initiatives and
new entries.
How is CatRIS going to contribute to the EOSC?
CatRIS will contribute to the EOSC portal by providing information about
services offered by RIs using a jointly developed standard, the service
description template. This means that information included in CatRIS will be
interoperable with and compatible to the EOSC service catalogue. More
generally, CatRIS will enable European RIs of all types and research areas to be
connected to the EOSC platform and benefit from the services and visibility it
offers. Finally, the goal of CatRIS project is to serve the European research
community by promoting access to information, an efficient use of resources
and create new opportunities for collaboration and networking.
How does our work comply with the GDPR?
All CatRIs partners are committed to operating in accordiance with the GDPR
regulation. The CatRIs project has its own data management plan (Deliverable 2.1)
which will be regularly updated throughout the project. In the CatRIS portal
service providers can securely update or delete any data relating to them that
they no longer want to share; preservation of the data in the portal will be
ensured by daily backups, regular security updates, and tightly controlled
administrative access.

What will happen to CatRIS after the end of the EC-funded project
We are already exploring different scenarios for its sustainability, including an
analysis of different business models and potential sources of funding and
revenue. These directions are reported in the CatRIS
business and exploitation plan (Deliverable 6.2).
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Glossary
Core Facility (CF): high-end RI; centralized, technology-based service
provider. May be open to external users. Alternative terms in use: core lab,
technology platform, service centre.
Physical RI service: a service that relies on the access to or use of a physical
facility or resource.
Shared Scientific Resource (SSR): Shared Scientific Resource (SSR) is an
equipment or service (physical, digital, or intellectual), access to which is
based on partnership, collaboration, alliance or other form of sharing
agreement.
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Toolkit for Dissemination & Engagement

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement Nº 824173.
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